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It is essential that the number of people  and places exposed to orienteering 
is increased so that we can maximise the potential of the talent pathway and 
therefore increase the standard of performance. It is important to note that 
orienteering is an individual sport conducted in a group environment. 
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Through the adoption and implementation of improved talent Identification, 
confirmation and development NI Orienteering will identify and develop a core 
group of potential performers, equipping them with the tools they need to 
compete at an international level.  

VISION 
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SUMMARY OF PATHWAY COMPONENTS 
 
TALENT DETECTION/ REFERRAL: 
A process through which trusted external parties (such as outdoor centres, schools etc.) can 
refer athletes which they consider to show  significant level of talent in orienteering. 
 
TALENT INDENTIFICATION: 
The screening of individuals using selected tests for physical, physiological, psychological 
and skill attributes  to identify those with potential to become competitive orienteers. 
 
TALENT CONFIRMATION: 
 An assessment phase whereby athletes’ talent characteristics are verified, prior to formal 
initiation to NI Orienteering’s Talent Development phase. 
 
TALENT DEVELOPMENT: 
Where selected athletes are immersed (where feasible) in a specialised environment to 
enable them to  develop as competitive orienteers.  This includes the provision of coaching, 
training and competition opportunities along with access to  appropriate support services. 
 
PERFORMANCE: 
A group of athletes which display the potential to become members of national squads 
(Irish or British) and have the ability to compete at an international level.  
 
HIGH PERFORMANCE: 
Athletes who are members of national squads (Irish or British) and who have competed at 
an international level. These athletes’ development will be closely monitored, evaluated and 
supported to give them the greatest chance for international success. 
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The process of talent detection/ identification is far from an 
exact science.  
 
It is NI Orienteering’s aim to develop an effective way of 
detecting potential talent through working closely with 
clubs, outdoor centres and schools. 
 
To begin this process NI Orienteering is introducing a Talent 
Referral system through which different providers of 
orienteering can refer individuals they deem to display signs 
of potential talent (see Talent Referral, Page 7). 

Referred individuals will then be invited to intend Talent Confirmation days where NI 
Orienteering can assess their potential in a more controlled manner.  
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WHAT DOES TALENT LOOK LIKE? 
 
This is the million dollar question. For years coaching staff across all sports have attempted 
to detect/ identify talented individuals, with varying degrees  of success.   

NI Orienteering’s new talent pathway has the 
potential to make this process less hit-and-miss.  It is 
therefore important to have a picture of what talent 
actually looks like. In talent detection NI Orienteering 
will ask orienteering providers to consider 3 
indicators; physical attributes, skill attributes and 
attitude, when referring athletes. 

Physical 
attributes 

-individuals  should display a good level of basic endurance and 
running ability. 

Skill attributes -individuals should display a good level of spatial awareness and 
sense of direction. 

Attitude -individuals should be keen to learn and have a competitive 
nature. 
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ATHLETE 
NAME: 

AGE: 
SCHOOL/ CLUB: 

SCHOOL CONTACT: 
 

EXPERIENCE/ 
BACKGROUND: 

  

 
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________ 

We feel that the above pupil displays  talent in orienteering and we would like to pass their 
details to the Coaching and Talent Development Officer for  
NI Orienteering.  
 
Please contact: coaching@niorienteeing.org.uk  if you have any queries.  
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Physical Attributes- 
 
 
Skill Attributes- 
 
 
Attitude- 

mailto:coaching@niorienteeing.org.uk
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SCORE 

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

SENIOR M/W17-20 M/W14-16 

7 15-17.5% 5-7.5% 0-1% 

6 17.5-20% 7.5-10% 1-2.5% 

5 20-21% 10-12.5% 2.5-5% 

4 21-22% 12.5-15% 5-7.5% 

3 22-23% 15-17.5% 7.5-10% 

2 23-24% 17.5-20% 10-15% 

1 24-25% 20-25% 15-20% 

0 >25%+ >25%+ >20%+ 

Percentages represent percentage time behind the winners’ times at National events 
such as JK & British Championships 

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

DEVELOPMENT SQUAD 
(potential for selection onto GB or Irish 
Squads) 

JUNIOR SQUAD 
(potential for selection onto GB or Irish 
Junior Squads) 

Senior (M/W21) 
Average time behind- 23% or less 
Current form greater than 2 
Junior (M/W17-20) 
Average time behind-7.5 - 10% 
Current form greater than 5 

Junior (M/W14-20) 
Average time behind-15% or less 
Current form greater than 1 



NI Orienteering will attempt to identify not only 
referred athletes but other participants 
potential as performance orienteers through 
talent identification days*. During these days NI 
Orienteering will consider the physical, 
physiological, psychological and skill attributes  
of the individuals taking part.  

Physiological 
attributes 

Individuals should display good levels of endurance and 
running ability . 

Psychological 
attributes 

Individuals should perform well under pressure  and be able to 
maintain concentration levels. 

Skill 
attributes 
 

Individuals should be spatially aware, have a good sense of 
direction, be able to judge distance and should be good 
problem solvers. 
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Athletes who are identified as showing signs 
of talent will then be invited to Talent 
Confirmation Days* where they can be 
‘tested’ against other talented individuals. 
Talent confirmation will take place using an 
orienteering course of a higher level of 
difficulty to which they have previously been 
exposed to and current NI orienteers will be 
used as a bench-mark to judge their ability 
and future potential.  

* In 2012 Talent Confirmation Days  
will be incorporated into O-Days. 

The benchmark used will be that they should be within 17.5% of the winning time on their 
particular course. It should be considered that a one off test may not be enough to confirm 
talent and that certain individuals may need to be tested again.  
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Athlete development will take place both 
regionally (within NI Orienteering) and 
nationally (Irish or British squad level). For 
the purpose of the NI Orienteering Talent 
Pathway, a clear system for athlete 
development will be defined with all the 
appointed coaches. 

The NI junior and development squad will raise the standards of performance and increase 
the number of performers being selected into national squads. 
 
The development programme will focus on two main components; improving physical 
conditioning and improving orienteering specific skills.  

Physical 
conditioning  

Athletes will have a tailored physical training plan which will 
take into account; age and commitments (such as school, and 
other sports). 
NI Orienteering will organise specific physical conditioning 
events. 

Orienteering skills Through squad weekends and events athletes’ technical 
abilities will be tested and analysed. Results will be used to 
develop specific exercises designed to improve standards. 
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The NI Junior Squad is in existence to offer training and 
competition opportunities to our most talented young 
orienteers. Members of the Junior Squad compete 
annually in the Junior Inter Regional Championships 
with the goal of representing Ireland and Britain at 
International level.  

The NI Development Squad  (NIDS) is a new part of the NI Orienteering Talent Pathway. It 
has been set up to support the development of our older junior athletes (M/W20), our 
senior athletes (M/W21) and our top veteran athletes (M/W35+). Initially NIDS will be open 
to all members of NI Orienteering who wish to improve their orienteering abilities and 
training will be incorporated into the O-Days. It is hoped that from September 2012 NIDS 
will have a more focused programme and that participants will be selected based on ‘all 
known form’.  



Through a development process  athletes will have 
the opportunity to be selected to represent 
Northern Ireland at a junior level in the Junior Inter 
Regionals and also to be included in training camps 
etc.  
 

At a senior level it is hoped that NI Orienteering will take a group of older juniors  and 
senior athletes to compete in the British Sprint and Middle Championships. To prepare for 
this  a series of O-Days will be held which will have a focus on sprint or middle distance 
orienteering. At these O-Days it is hoped that specialist guest speakers will be invited and 
that athletes will have access to the best possible  conditions to improve.  
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Due to low levels of membership within NI 
Orienteering it is unrealistic to have a large 
high performance programme and instead a 
small number of talented athletes should be 
supported using the available facilities and 
expertise to maximise their potential. With 
the goal of being selected into national 
squads and therefore going on to compete 
at an international level.  

NI Orienteering will work closely with Sports Institute NI and with the British and Irish 
national orienteering squads to ensure that our athletes are provided with the best possible 
opportunities to become World Class performers. 
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O-Days will be designed to as Talent Identification, Talent Development, and Performance 
events*. The structure of these days may vary slightly however they should contain 3 
different sessions.  

Session 1 
Micro-O: designed to test athletes basic navigational skills under pressure.   

Session 2 
1000m Orienteering: simple orienteering course that athletes can pre-run before 
being timed. These should be as close to 1km as possible and have 7 controls. 
Designed to test basic running ability.  

Session 3 
Sprint or Middle Race: a standard sprint or middle race  that should be ran at 
competition speed (12-15min, 30-35min ) 

O-Days are open events however a number of non-orienteers will be invited as a part of the 
Talent Identification process. All members of the Junior and Development Squad are 
expected attend.  
 
It is hoped that guest speakers will be invited to take some sort of session/ workshop at the 
end of each event.  
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Yet to be finialised. 
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As there has not been an established Talent Pathway within NI Orienteering before 
there aspects of this pathway which are in essence pilots. It is recommended that a 
review of this pathway is conducted by the NI Orienteering during the summer of  
2012 with the aim of producing an up-dated version which will be put into practise in 
the second half of 2012.  
 
Any queries regarding this document should be directed towards Allan Bogle 
(coaching@niorienteering.org.uk)  
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